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Disinfection by ultraviolet (UV) for water treatment in a UV reactor is numerically and experimentally
investigated in this paper. The flow of water, UV radiation transportation as well as microorganism
particle trajectories in the UV reactor is simulated. The effects of different parameters including UV trans-
mittance (UVT), lamp power and water flow rate on the UV dose distribution and average UV dose are
studied. The UV reactor performance in terms of average UV dose under these parameters is analysed.
Comparisons are made between experiments and simulations on the average UV dose and reasonable
agreement is achieved. The results show that the fluence rate increases exponentially with the increase
of UVT. The UV dose distribution profiles moves to a high range of UV dose with the increase of UVT and
lamp power. The increase of water flow rate reduces the average exposure time of microorganism parti-
cles to the UV light, resulting in the shifting of UV dose distribution to a low range of UV dose. A linear
relationship is observed between fluence rate and the average UV dose. The average UV dose increases
with the increase of lamp power while it decreases with the increase of UVT and water flow rate.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Ultraviolet (UV) disinfection is an effective way for water treat-
ment [1]. The central idea of this method is to use UV-C, one range
of wavelength from UV light, to inactivate microorganisms for
functioning and reproducing itself. UV light is able to pass through
the cell wall of the microorganisms and absorbed by the protein
and nucleotides so that it can disrupt the structure of DNA or
RNA of the microorganism. Unlike cryptosporidium for water
treatment, UV disinfection for drinking water treatment does not
introduce or generate any hazardous chemical materials or
by-product during the procedure. Therefore, it grows rapidly since
1985 [2]. UV disinfection for water treatment becomes more
popular when the UV disinfection method was included in the
Surface Water Treatment Rule by United States Environmental
Protection Agency [3].

The UV disinfection system for water treatment generally con-
sists of one or more UV lamps and a conduit or duct in which
the water to be irradiated. Given the location of the UV lamps
and water, UV reactors can be divided into two different types,
i.e. contact and noncontact types [4,5]. Contact reactor is more
popularly used. In the contact reactor, the lamps are enclosed by
the cylindrical quartz sleeves. These quartz sleeves are used to sep-
arate the lamps from water. During the operation, water carried
along suspended microorganisms into the reactor. These microor-
ganisms absorb radiation during their transit in the reactor. Given
the non-uniformity of the UV fluence rate field in the reactors,
different microorganism absorbs different UV dose when it flows
through the reactor. UV dose is the amount of UV energy per unit
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Nomenclature

a absorption coefficient (1/m)
c1, c2, c3 constant
CD, C1e, C2e constant
dp particle diameter (m)
D UV dose (J/m2)
E fluence rate (W/m2)
F force (N)
g
!

gravity vector (m/s2)
Gj production of turbulent energy (kg/m s3)
I radiation intensity (W/m2)
L length of reactor (m)
n refractive index
N number of microorganisms
P pressure (Pa)
Q flow rate (m3/s)
Re Reynolds number
s
!

direction vector (m/s)
t time (s)
T temperature (�C)

u
!

velocity vector (m/s)
UVT transmittance
x, y, z Cartesian coordinate

Greek symbols
l dynamic viscosity (kg/m s)
r Stefan Boltzmann costant (W/m2 K4)
j kinetic energy (m2/s2)
e energy dissipation rate (m2/s3)
rj, re empirical constant
q density (kg/m3)

Subscripts
ave average
p particles
r reference
t turbulent flow
⁄ dimensionless
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area that incident on a surface. Such UV dose absorbed by these
microorganisms affects the performance of the reactor. Generally,
an optimum UV dose can be calculated from the desired inactiva-
tion rate which is associated with the total and live microorganism
before and after the reactor. The performance of a UV reactor is
governed by many parameters including, among others, the reactor
diameter, lamp arrangement, lamp power, fluid properties and
fluid flow rate. Therefore, knowing the effects of these parameters
on the performance of the UV reactor is important for designing an
efficient UV reactor.

The performance of the UV reactor can be investigated experi-
mentally. A detailed summary for experimental study of UV disin-
fection for water treatment can be found in the work of Hijnen
et al. [1]. Generally, experimental study of UV reactor performance
requires large scale test facility and expensive high-resolution
equipment to provide convincible data. Besides, the operating cost
of the UV reactor is substantial. Experimental study, although
expensive, is still a desired and straightforward way to evaluate
the performance of one UV reactor. Janex et al. [6] tested the effect
of water quality and hydraulic characteristics on the performance
of the UV reactor. They concluded that the performance of the
UV reactor is affected by its geometry and the type of microorgan-
ism in the water. With the development of the dyed microspheres
method [7], it makes the measurement of UV dose distribution in a
UV reactor possible. This serves as potential evaluation platform
for the UV reactor performance, leading to a better and more
in-depth understanding of the UV reactor. Blatchley et al. [7] used
the dyed microspheres to measure the UV dose distribution in a
large scaled UV reactor. Their experimental results agreed well
with their simulation results. Zhao et al. [8] used fluorescence
microspheres to measure the UV dose distribution in a UV reactor.
They investigated different orientations of the inlet pipe, i.e.
straight and elbow inlet pipe on the UV dose distribution. They
concluded that no significant difference is observed for different
inlet pipe configurations.

Generally, the study of UV reactor is complex as it involves with
fluid flow, UV radiation transport as well as microorganism move-
ments. One of the important factors which affect the UV reactor
performance is the flow path of the microorganisms. Fluid flow
in the reactor is usually highly turbulent. It makes the trajectories
of the microorganisms complex and unpredictable. In view of this,
numerical simulations play an essential complementary role in
understanding various processes involved in the reactor. It can pro-
vide useful detailed insights. Numerical simulation of UV process
in a reactor is extensively studied. Chiu et al. [9] numerically stud-
ied the effects of the reactor geometry on the UV dose distribution
as well as microbial inactivation. They have evaluated the reactor
with different side walls including wavy side wall and baffled side
wall. The results showed that both of these two geometries have
high UV dose distribution. A three-dimensional numerical model
was built by Munoz et al. [10] to simulate the full scale UV reactor.
They have investigated the sensitivity of particle numbers on the
reduction equivalent dose (RED). RED is another factor which is
used to evaluate the UV reactor performance. The model was
applied to simulate different operating mode of the lamps as well
as arrangements of the lamps and baffles. Their results showed
that RED is very sensitive to the particle numbers injected into
the reactor. Different reactor requires different number of particles
to achieve a stable solution. In addition to the experimental study
for the orientation of the inlet pipe on the UV dose distribution by
Zhao et al. [8], they also performed numerical simulation to com-
pare with their experimental data. Their numerical simulation pre-
dicted higher RED compared with experimental data. Xu et al. [11]
developed a three-step UV fluence rate and fluid dynamics (TURF)
model to simulate fluid flow, radiation and microorganism move-
ments in the UV reactor. Their simulation is performed based on
the commercial software of FLUENT ANSYS platform. The model
was applied to study the effect of water flow rate, reactor size
and shape as well as the lamp arrangements [12] on the UV reactor
performance. The results showed that these parameters have com-
plex effect on the microbial inactivation.

Although there exist extensive studies of UV disinfection for
water treatment in the literature, however, the performance of a
UV water treatment reactor is reactor, water content and operation
condition specific. For example in terms of water content, even for
the same reactor, the performance depends on both the type and
quantity of the micro-organisms. Generalizing the findings from
these studies for design and operation of a new reactor is therefore
uncertain.

Given the wide range of possible water content and operation
conditions, lab-scaled experimentation is expansive and time con-
suming. Besides, scaling-up the results of a lab-scaled experiment
for use in an actual reactor is not straight forward. On the other
hand, sole numerical study, though much less expensive, may
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not capture the actual physics of the problem sufficiently and risky
to be employed directly in actual engineering applications. A more
conclusive study requires these two components complementing
each other. However, complete combined experimental and
numerical investigation is relatively scarce. The present work is
undertaken to complement the existing literature.

Therefore, for a new UV water treatment reactor (lab-scaled,
designed and commissioned in Singapore), the present study
investigates its performance both experimentally and numerically.
In the experimental study, the UV dose absorbed by the microor-
ganisms in the reactor is measured. In the numerical study, ANSYS
FLUENT with user-defined function (UDF) implemented in evaluat-
ing UV dose distribution is employed. The numerical model is val-
idated using the experimental data (comparisons of both UV
fluence rate and average UV dose). Then, parametric studies
including UV transmittance (UVT), lamp power and water flowrate
on the UV fluence rate, UV dose distribution and average UV dose,
are performed. To the best knowledge of the authors, the above
mentioned parameters critical in designing an efficient UV reactor,
have not been conclusively studied using a combined experimental
and numerical investigation. With the numerical model validated,
it is then applicable to other similar scaled UV water treatment
reactor even without additional experimentation. This could sub-
stantially save company’s time and money in costly replication of
the experimental tests.
2. Experiments

2.1. UV reactor

A UV reactor installed at Sembcorp Marine’s test-bed facility is
used as the physical system for model evaluation. The schematic
diagram of the reactor under investigation is shown in Fig. 1. The
reactor is a U-shaped design constructed from stainless steel.
Two baffle plates were fixed to the internal walls of the reactor,
one is positioned near the outlet and the other is at the longitudi-
nal center of the reactor. Quartz sleeves are mounted onto the baf-
fle plates such that the orientation is parallel to the flow. Besides
functioning as support structures for the quartz-lamp assembly,
the baffle plates also promote radial mixing. The quartz sleeves
have length covering almost the entire length of the reactor. Each
quartz sleeve houses a low-pressure amalgam lamp which emits
Water out  
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagr
monochromatic radiation at germicidal wavelength of 253.7 nm.
Quartz air gap of around 6 mm exists between the surface of the
lamp and the internal surface of the quartz sleeves. A UV sensor
constructed to the ONORM [13] standard and is positioned to mea-
sure fluence rate at a point approximately 10 mm from the surface
of the quartz in the radial direction. Thus the measured fluence
rate is primarily due to the radiation from the lamp closest to
the sensor window; contribution from adjacent lamps is found to
be negligible. The experiments were carried out using new lamps
to ensure uniform radiation flux on all lamps. A flow meter and
two pressure gauges with analogue outputs were installed at con-
necting spools at the inlet and outlet of the reactor. A portable UVT
meter is also used to calibrate the water at specific UVTs.

2.2. Experimental procedure

Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental system.
Water of variable UVT is prepared by first filling a dosing tank with
freshwater. Sodium thiosulfate is then added and mixed well until
the desired UVT is obtained. UVT of the solution is measured using
portable UVT meter calibrated with deionized water. Water from
the dosing tank is then transferred to the UV reactor using a
centrifugal pump until the reactor is full and all lamps are fully
submerged. The lamps are then switched on and fluence rate
measurement from the installed UV sensor is recorded when the
fluence rate has stabilized. The process is repeated for different
UVT and radiant power. Lamp radiant power is adjusted by con-
trolling the voltage supplied to the lamps through the ballasts. In
these experiments, challenge microorganisms are introduced at
the upstream of the UV reactor. Measurement of UV dose is carried
out by biodosimetry technique involving the application of MS2
bacteriophage. In this method, the dose-response curve (logN/No
vs. fluence) for MS2 is first developed using a bench-scale
collimated beam experiment. Next, a full-scale reactor testing
was carried out by injecting MS2 at the inlet of the UV reactor.
The bacterial diameter injected in the fluid ranged from 10 to
50 lm and the concentration of bacterial particles is 3000 per
cubic meters. The log inactivation was determined by measuring
the MS2 concentration at the influent and the effluent of the reac-
tor. By passing the biodosimeter into the reactor, and obtaining
concentration of viable MS2 before and after the reactor, the
fluence of the reactor for the particular power setting and flow rate
can be determined using the calibration curve obtained previously.
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Fig. 2. The schematic diagram of the experimental set-up.
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2.3. Uncertainty analysis

There are two groups of uncertainties for the measured data, i.e.
random uncertainties and systematic uncertainties. Systematic
uncertainties can be minimized with careful treatment while ran-
dom uncertainties generally caused by unknown and unpre-
dictable changes in the experiment. Therefore, it cannot be
avoided. The uncertainties of pressure, flow rate and UV fluence
rate are 2.0%, 0.12% and 3.0%, respectively. The uncertainty of UV
dose is determined by the method proposed by Taylor [14]. If
x, . . . ,y, . . . ,z are measure quantities with uncertainties dx, . . . ,
dy, . . . ,dz and these measure values are used to get the function
of e. Then the uncertainty in e is

de ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
@e
@x

dx
� �2

þ � � � @e
@y

dy
� �2

þ � � � þ @e
@z

dz
� �2

s
ð1Þ

It is assumed that the uncertainties of the measured data in the
current work are independent and random with normal distribu-
tion. Based on Eq. (1), the uncertainty of the UV dose is calculated
to be 6.3%.
3. Numerical simulation

3.1. Problem description

Numerical study of UV reactor involves with simulation of
water flow, radiation transport and microorganism trajectories in
the reactor. Water carried along suspended microorganisms into
the reactor. With the UV lamps switched on, the microorganism
absorbs UV dose along its flow path. Given the non-uniform distri-
bution of UV intensity (UVI) as well as the different flow path of the
microorganism, the fluence rate hitting on each microorganism is
different. Therefore, UV dose absorbed by each microorganism is
also different. The simulation in this paper is to predict the UV dose
for different microorganisms. Note that the lamps and baffle plates
are not included in the simulation while their walls are kept. The
inlet pipe and outlet pipe have been extended for another 5 times
of the diameter to minimize the effect of boundary conditions in
the simulation.
3.2. Governing equations

As mentioned before, the current simulation involves with
water flow, radiation transport as well as microorganism particle
tracking. The problems are then governed by Navier-Stokes equa-
tion with proper turbulent flow model, discrete ordinates (DO)
radiation model [15] as well as discrete phase model (DPM) in
the FLUENT manual [16].

The conservation equations governing the transport of mass,
momentum with considering turbulent flow are given by

r � ðq u
!Þ ¼ 0 ð2Þ

r � ðq u
!

u
!Þ ¼ �rP þr � ðlþ ltÞðr u

!þru
!TÞ

h i
�r

� 2
3
qk I

!� �
ð3Þ

where k is the turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass. For the case
considering turbulent flow, j-emodel [17] is adopted as it has been
well validated by researchers for simulation of fluid flow in reactor
through the comparison with their experimental results [18,19].
This model is also widely used by many researchers such as Lyn
et al. [20], Munoz et al. [10] and Zhao et al. [8], to name a few.
The equations for solving j and e are:-

r � ðq u
!
jÞ ¼ r � lt

rk
rj

� �
þ Gk � qe ð4Þ

r � ðq u
!
eÞ ¼ r � lt

re
re

� �
þ e
j
ðC1eGk � C2eqeÞ ð5Þ

where C1e, and C2e are the constants with values of 1.44 and 1.92,
respectively. rj and re are 1.00 and 1.3, respectively [21]. Gk is
the production of turbulence kinetic energy. The eddy viscosity lt

is expressed as:

lt ¼ qCl
j2

e
ð6Þ

Cl is equal to 0.09.
The DO model considers the radiative transfer equation is writ-

ten as:
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r � ðI � s
!Þ þ aI ¼ an2 rT

4

p
ð7Þ

where a is the absorption coefficient, n is the refractive index. r is
Stefan-Boltzmann constant. I is the UV intensity and T is the
temperature.

The trajectory of the microorganism particles was predicted
through the integration of the force balance on the particles based
on the Lagrangian reference frame [22]. The mathematical formu-
lation for particle movement is [23]:

du
!

p

dt
¼ FDðu

!
p � u

!Þ þ g
!ðqp � qÞ

qp
þ F

!
ð8Þ

The subscript p represents the microorganism particles. up and
u are the microorganism particle and water velocity, respectively.
FD is the drag force exerted on water by the microorganism particle

[16]. F
!
is the other forces involved such as virtual force and pres-

sure gradient force. The mathematical expression of FD is [16]:

FD ¼ 18l
qpd

2
p

þ CDRe
24

ð9Þ

where CD is the drag force coefficient and Re is the Reynolds num-
ber. dp is the microorganism particle diameter. The expression for
CD [23] and Re are, respectively:

CD ¼ c1 þ c2
Re

þ c3
Re2

ð10Þ

Re ¼ qdpju
!
p � u

! j
l

ð11Þ

c1, c2 and c3 are constants which can be applied for spherical
particles for all ranges of Re [23]. The expressions of these
constants are:

c1; c2; c3 ¼

0;24;0 0 < Re < 0:1
3:69;22:73;0:0903 0:1 < Re < 1
1:222;29:1667;�3:8889 1 < Re < 10
0:6167;46:5;�116:67 10 < Re < 100
0:3644;98:33;�2778 100 < Re < 1000
0:357;148:62;�47;500 1000 < Re < 5000
0:46;�490:546; 578;700 5000 < Re < 10;000
0:5191;�1662:5;5416;700 Re P 10;000

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð12Þ
In this study, the virtual force and the force incurred by the

pressure gradient is included. The mathematical formulation for
the combination of these two forces is [16]:

F
!
¼ 0:5

q
qp

dðu!�u
!
pÞ

dt
þ q
qp

u
*

p
r � u

!
p ð13Þ
3.3. Solution procedure

The procedure for simulating of the current problem is divided
into three different steps based on the model used for solving
different problems. These are:

(1) Simulation of water flow in the reactor.

In this simulation, steady state simulation is performed. SIMPLE
method is adopted to deal with the coupling of the pressure and
velocity [24,25]. The second order upwind scheme is used to deal
with the convection term in the N-S equation. The first order
upwind scheme is used for the convection term in both the turbu-
lent kinetic energy equation and dissipation equation.

A uniform velocity is used at the inlet boundary and a constant
pressure is used at the outlet boundary. Such pressure value is
obtained from the experimental data. The walls are assumed to
be no-slip.

(2) Simulation of radiation heat transfer in the reactor.

With the converged flow field obtained above, the radiation
transport equation is solved in this step. A constant radiation flux
boundary condition is used for all the lamp walls. The rest walls
including the reactor wall and baffle walls are assumed to be opa-
que. As the flow in the reactor is highly turbulent, the temperature
increase caused by the UV lamps is generally low due to the high
convection heat transfer. Through the order-of-magnitude analy-
sis, the temperature difference between the lamps and the fluid
is around 0.1 �C. Therefore, the radiation caused by the tempera-
ture difference among different materials in the reactor can be
neglected. Prior to performing the radiation heat transfer simula-
tion, the flow filed is patched to 1 K to minimize the temperature
effect on the radiation field.

(3) Particle trajectory simulation.

In this step, the movements of the microorganism particles
under the converged flow and radiation fields are simulated. The
microorganism particles are injected through the inlet boundary
with the injection files. These microorganism particles flow out
of the reactor through the outlet boundary. The diameter of these
microorganism particles is assumed to be 30 lm. The walls are set
to be reflected with no energy loss occurred when microorganism
particles collided with walls. The initial velocity of the microorgan-
ism particles is set to be 0. One way coupling is used as the volume
fraction of the microorganism particles is quite small. The discrete
random walk model is activated to account for the random effects
of turbulence on the trajectories of the microorganism particles
[26].

3.4. Numerical errors

There are two major sources of numerical error which is related
to the numerical integration scheme for the equations, i.e. trunca-
tion error and round-off error. The truncation error is caused by the
omission of high order terms during Taylor expansion. The round-
off error g of the Linux workstation used in the simulation is 10�12.
The total numerical error is approximately:

e � g
h
þ h ð14Þ

where h is the maximum grid size used in the simulation. It is obvi-
ous that the grid size is the dominant numerical error. Such maxi-
mum and minimum grid sizes in the medium mesh are around
0.01 m and 0.002 m, respectively. Therefore, the maximum and
minimum numerical errors are around 1% and 0.2%, respectively.
This numerical error applies to all the simulation cases performed
in this paper.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Mesh and particle number sensitivity study

For the ease of discussion, the dimensionless quantities are used
based on the corresponding reference values. These reference
values include ur, tr, Qr, Er and Dr. The subscript r represents
reference. ur is the inlet velocity at water flow rate of 0.14 m3/s.
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Qr is water flow rate which is chosen to be 0.14 m3/s. tr is defined
as:

tr ¼ L
ur

ð15Þ

where L is the length of the reactor. Er is the radiation intensity at
lamp wall under 100% power. Dr is obtained from the following
equation:

Dr ¼ Er � tr ð16Þ
The dimensionless pressure drop is chosen to be:

P� ¼ 2DP=qu2
r ð17Þ

Prior to the case study, mesh and particle sensitivity study is
performed. Three different mesh sizes have been tested. The num-
bers of elements after converting to polyhedral mesh in ANSYS
FLUENT are 1.48 million, 2.92 million and 4.23 million, respec-
tively. They are called coarse mesh, medium mesh and fine mesh
thereafter. Boundary layers are used near the walls. y+ values for
the reactor wall under coarse, medium and fine meshes are 78.2,
59.33 and 52.41, respectively. y+ values for the lamp wall under
coarse, medium and fine meshes are 51.4, 40.64 and 37.64,
respectively.

Table 1 shows the dimensionless pressure drops under different
mesh sizes at Q/Qr = 0.96. Such pressure drop is taken from pres-
sure difference between the inlet and outlet boundaries. It is seen
that the dimensionless pressure drop between medium mesh and
fine mesh is close to each other.

Comparisons of the radiation field on E/Er under different UVT
among the three mesh sizes are shown in Fig. 3. UVT is the mea-
sure of UV energy at a particular wavelength or frequency which
is actually transmitted through water from the UV lamp. The
higher the UVT, the more energy is transmitted through water to
the microorganisms. UVT is associated with the water absorption
coefficient a.
Table 1
Dimensionless pressure drops under different mesh sizes at Q/Qr = 0.96.

Coarse mesh Medium mesh Fine mesh

P⁄ 2.0 1.90 1.89

Fig. 3. Comparison of E/Er vs. UVT under different mesh sizes.
Mesh sensitivity study is performed to compare E/Er on the UV
sensor surface. Fluence rate E is the UV intensity hitting on the
solid surface. Fig. 3 shows the variation of E/Er under the three
meshes while Er is the radiation intensity at the lamps wall. It is
observed that E/Er is not sensitive to the mesh. The largest differ-
ence of E/Er between medium mesh and fine mesh is 0.6% while
the largest difference between medium mesh and coarse mesh is
1.1%. Therefore, the medium mesh size is enough for simulation
of both water flow and radiation field.

The effect of particle numbers on the UV dose distribution
based on medium mesh size is compared. UV dose is defined as
the integration of fluence rate E over time. Fluence rate represents
the incident radiation from the UV lamps to the microorganism
particles. The mathematical expression for UV dose is:

D ¼
Z t

0
Edt ð18Þ

Four different microorganism particle numbers are tested to
produce sufficient accuracy in calculation of UV dose. These are
1000, 5000, 10,000 and 15,000. The method in determining the
number of particles is proposed by Graham and Moyeed [27]. It
is known that use of less particles will result in a poor accuracy
and low statistical insignificance while use of a large number of
particles results in unnecessary computational effort.

Fig. 4 shows the dimensionless UV dose distribution under dif-
ferent particle numbers. The normalized frequency f represents the
particle percentage. It is obvious the UV dose distribution between
10,000 microorganism particles and 15,000 microorganism parti-
cles are close to each other. Examination on the average UV dose
for different particle numbers was further carried out. The average
UV dose is an important factor which reflects the UV reactor per-
formance. It is calculated by:

Dave ¼
Xi¼np

i¼0

NiDi=Np ð19Þ

where Dave is the average UV dose. Ni is the number of microorgan-
ism particles which absorbed UV dose of Di. Np is the total number
of microorganism particles in the UV reactor. The results showed
that the difference for the average UV dose between 10,000 parti-
cles and 15,000 particles is only 0.5% while the difference between
10,000 microorganism particles and 5000 microorganism particles,
5000 microorganism particles and 1000 microorganism particles
are 4% and 8%, respectively. Therefore, 10,000 particles are sufficient
to get a stable solution in the current work. Such numbers will be
used in the following simulations.
Fig. 4. Comparison of particle numbers on D/Dr based on the medium mesh.
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4.2. Water flow and radiation fields

In order to show the flow and radiation distributions in the
reactors, different cutting planes are selected. These cutting planes
are shown in Fig. 5. y cutting plane is chosen to cross the centerline
of the inlet pipe, outlet pipe and the reactor. Two x cutting planes,
i.e., x1 and x2 represent two different locations. These locations are
chosen to show the flow and radiation features for water before
and after passing through the baffle plate, respectively.

Fig. 6 shows the dimensionless velocity distribution at the
selected cutting planes. Generally, water flow in the reactor is com-
plex and highly turbulent given the existence of the lamps. Seen
from Fig. 6(a), it is interesting to find that the flow is divided into
two streams when it flows to the outlet. One stream with high
velocity flows directly to the outlet while the other stream forms
a recirculation flow at the corner between the outlet pipe and
the reactor. Given the inertial force, most of the fluid flows to the
outlet pipe, leading to a high velocity. The fluid with high velocity
and the fluid with low velocity at the corner form the recirculation
d (c) x2 cutting planes.



Fig. 7. E/Er distribution at (a) y, (b) x1 and (c) x2 cutting planes.

Fig. 8. Microorganism flow path colored by (a) t/tr, and (b) E/Er. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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flow. Seen from the velocity distribution at different x-cutting
planes, it is found that the flow field becomes relatively uniform
after passing through the baffle plate. The low velocity at x2 cutting
plane (Fig. 6c) is caused by the existence of the outlet pipe ahead.

The dimensionless fluence rate E/Er distribution at y-cutting
plane is shown in Fig. 7(a). Fluence rate is dependent on the lamp
power, lamp location and the water absorption coefficient. How-
ever, it is independent of water velocity. The high fluence rate
occurs at the lamps walls as expected. With the increase of
distance away from the lamps, the fluence rate decreases. Such
variation trend can be clearly observed from E/Er distribution at
x1 and x2 planes in Fig. 7(b) and (c), respectively. These two figures
have similar E/Er distribution due to the same arrangement of
the lamps. Shown by Fig. 7(a), the dimensionless fluence rate in
the inlet and outlet pipes are almost 0. Therefore, it is assured that
the extension of the 5 diameters of the domain has no effect on the
simulation results for the radiation field.

Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows the selected microorganism particle
trajectories colored by the dimensionless microorganism particle
Fig. 9. Variation of P⁄ under different Q/Qr in the reactor.

Fig. 10. Variation of E/Er under different UVT in the reactor.
resident time and fluence rate, respectively. Generally, the
microorganism particle trajectories in the reactor are complex
due to the arrangement of lamps and the baffle plates. It is hoped
that these microorganism particles can stay in the reactors for a
long time so that the exposure time of microorganism particles
to the UV light is sufficient to destroy DNA and RNA. The microor-
ganism particle trajectories colored by E/Er show clearly the differ-
ence of radiation absorbed by different microorganism particles.

The variation of P⁄ under Q/Qr is shown in Fig. 9. The increase of
water flow rate increases the pressure drop in the reactor as
expected. It is necessary to mention that the pressure drop is taken
from two points which are 5 times diameter away from the inlet
and outlet boundaries, respectively. These two points are the pres-
sure sensor locations in the experimental setup. Generally, the
simulation results agree reasonable with the experimental data.

UVT is inverse exponentially proportional to water absorption
coefficient a. The higher the UVT, the lower the a. A low a indicates
a less fluence rate absorbed by water. Therefore, the fluence rate
irradiated to the microorganism increases. Fig. 10 shows the effects
Fig. 11. Effect of UVT on D/Dr under 100% power.

Fig. 12. Effect of lamp power on D/Dr distribution under 0.8 UVT.
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of UVT on E/Er in the reactor. Fluence rate increases exponentially
with the increase of UVT. This fluence rate is measured by the UV
sensor at the UV sensor location as showed in Fig. 1. Reasonable
agreement is achieved between the simulation and experimental
results.
4.3. UV dose distribution

Fig. 11 shows the effects of UVT on the dimensionless UV dose
distribution D/Dr. UVT is an important parameter which reflects
the quality of water. Generally, solid particles in water reduce
UVT significantly. The performance of the UV reactor is highly
dependent on UVT, i.e. the quality of water being treated. Seen
from the graph, UV dose distribution moves to a high UV dose
direction with the increase of UVT. This indicates that microorgan-
ism particles absorb more UV dose at high UVT than that of low
UVT, leading to a better performance of the UV reactor. Of partic-
ular interests of this result is that it reflects the importance of
Fig. 13. Effect of Q/Qr on (a) D/Dr, and (b) t/tr under 0.8 UVT.
removing the solid particles prior to UV disinfection. These solid
particles not only can reduce water UVT, but also deposit on the
quartz sleeves which results in the reduction of transmittance of
UV light from lamps to the microorganism particles.

Another important factor which affects the UV reactor perfor-
mance is the lamp power. The dimensionless UV dose distribution
D/Dr under different lamp power in the reactor is shown in Fig. 12.
It is obvious that D/Dr shifts to a high range of UV dose with the
increase of lamp power. This implies that the high UV dose is
absorbed by the microorganism particles at high lamp power,
showing a better performance of the reactor.

Fig. 13(a) shows the effect of water flow rate on D/Dr distribu-
tion. Increase of water flow rate increases water velocity which
decreases the microorganism resident time in the reactor. Under
such a condition, the exposure time for microorganism under UV
light decreases. Therefore, the UV reactor performance reduces.
As seen from the figure, the UV dose distribution shifts to the
low range of UV dose at high water flow rate. An obvious difference
was found for Q/Qr between 0.8 and 1.0 while the difference
between water flow rate ratio of 1.0 and 1.2 is not significant. With
different profiles of UV dose distribution under different flow rates,
it is indicated that the microorganism flow path under different
flow rates are different. UV dose is associated with the fluence rate
and the resident time of microorganism particles in the reactor. As
the fluence rate is independent of flow rate, therefore, the differ-
ence of UV dose under different flow rate is mainly caused by
the resident time of microorganism particle as well as its flow path.
Fig. 13(b) shows the resident time of microorganism particles
under different water flow rates. The resident time of microorgan-
ism particles is showcased with the dimensionless minimum resi-
dent time, maximum resident time and average resident time,
respectively. The minimum and maximum resident time represent
the time which the microorganism particles have the highest and
lowest velocity in the reactor, respectively. The minimum and
average resident time decreases linearly with the increase of water
flow rate. While the maximum resident time decreases slightly
before Q/Qr = 0.9. After that, it deceases rapidly until the water flow
rate reaches around Q/Qr = 1.05. No significant decrease is found
for the maximum resident time when the flow rate increases
further.
Fig. 14. Effect of UVT on Dave/Dr for different lamp power.



Fig. 15. Effect of (a) lamp power, and (b) E/Er on Dave/Dr for different UVT.

Fig. 16. Effect of Q/Qr on Dave/Dr for 100% lamp power and 0.7 UVT.
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4.4. Average UV dose

Fig. 14 shows the effect of UVT on Dave/Dr under 100% and 80%
lamp power at water flow rate ratio of Q/Qr = 1. Dave/Dr increases
exponentially with the increase of UVT under the two testing lamp
powers. Higher lamp power gives larger Dave/Dr as expected. The
numerical simulation produces slightly higher Dave/Dr compared
with experimental data at 100% lamp power. While the simulation
results agree well with the experimental data at 80% lamp power.

The effect of lamp power on the Dave/Dr is shown in Fig. 15(a).
Two different UVT, i.e. 0.6 and 0.8 are simulated at Q/Qr = 1.0. It
is seen that Dave/Dr increases linearly with the increase of lamp
power. The higher the UVT, the larger the Dave/Dr. Generally, the
simulation results agree reasonably with the experimental data
except for the lowest and highest lamp power. Fig. 15(b) shows
the variation of E/Er with Dave/Dr at Q/Qr = 1.0. Seen from the graph,
Dave/Dr shows a linear increase with the increase of E/Er. It is sur-
prised to find that a slightly lower Dave/Dr is obtained at 0.8 UVT
compared with 0.6 UVT at the same E/Er. This is different from
what observed in Fig. 15(a). High lamp power is required under
low UVT as more energy is absorbed by water to achieve the same
E as that of high UVT. While a high lamp power results in a high
Dave/Dr. Therefore, Dave/Dr increases slightly under low UVT.

The effect of water flow rate on Dave/Dr is shown in Fig. 16 under
100% lamp power and 0.7 UVT. As discussed before, the increase of
water flow rate decreases the exposure time of microorganisms to
the UV light. Therefore, Dave/Dr reduces correspondingly at high
water flow rate. Dave/Dr shows a linear increase with the increase
of E/Er at different water flow rates. Generally, the simulation
results agree well with the experimental data.
5. Concluding remarks

UV disinfection for water treatment in a UV reactor is studied in
this paper. The effects of different parameters including UVT, lamp
power and fluid flow rates on the UV dose distribution as well as
the average UV dose are thoroughly investigated combined exper-
imental and numerical study. Comparisons between numerical and
experimental results under these parameters show reasonable
agreement. The results of these critical parameters studied on
the UV reactor performance in this paper can provide useful
insights for the designing of an efficient UV reactor. With the
numerical model validated, it can be used as guidelines for design-
ing and evaluation of other scaled UV reactors without further
experimentation. This could save time and money substantially
in replication of the experimental tests for the company.
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